
Autumn Leaves
Mini Science project

A homeschool bits freebie!

Do your own autumn leaf color experiment!
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We hope you enjoy this product. If you have any questions, comments,
suggestions, or complaints, please email us at:

homeschoolbits@yahoo.com

You can also visit our blogs at:

http://homeschoolbits.wordpress.com

http://homeschoolbits.blogspot.com

 facebook  twitter 

We create educational supplements that are meant to be fun, inexpensive,
and not overwhelming. Many freebies available, with new ones available

every month! 

Our units are available exclusively on Currclick, with over 300 educational
supplements to choose from!

http://www.currclick.com/index.php?manufacturers_id=318
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Autumn Leaves
Do your own autumn leaf color experiment!

What you need:

Instructions:

Tear the leaves into really small pieces and put them into the glass containers.

Add rubbing alcohol to each container, enough to cover the leaves. Use a spoon to press the leaves 
into the alcohol.

Leave soaking for about an hour (or more, if needed) until the alcohol has become colored (the 
darker, the better).

Place coffee filter strips into each container, allowing one end to be immersed in the alcohol. 
Bend the other end over the top of the container to hold the strip in place.

The alcohol will travel up the paper, bringing the leaf’s colors with it. After 30-90 minutes (maybe 
longer), the colors will travel different distances up the paper as the alcohol evaporates. You 
should be able to see different shades of green, and possibly some yellow and orange.

several 
leaves from 
different 

trees

small glass 
containers

paper 
coffee 
filters

(cut into srips 
about 1” wide)

rubbing alcohol
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Picture Examples

Picture examples by Almost Unschoolers
Used with permission.

http://almostunschoolers.blogspot.com/ 
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Autumn Leaves Facts

Green chlorophyll usually hides existing yellow and orange pigments in a 
tree's leaves. Pigments are natural substances produced by leaf cells. These
pigment colors become visible when the green chlorophyll is gone. Red and 
purple pigments also become visible. Small amounts of these colors have 
been in the leaves all along. We just can't see them in the summer, because 
they are covered up by the green chlorophyll. Brown colors are also made in 
the fall. These colors come from wastes left in the leaves. These wastes 
are known as tannins.

There are three pigments that color leaves:

Chlorophyll
 

Chlorophyll is a green pigment. It is the most important of the three 
pigments. Without the chlorophyll in leaves, trees wouldn't be able to 
use sunlight to produce food.
 

Carotenoid
 

Carotenoid is yellow, orange, and brown in color. This is the same 
pigment that creates bright yellows and oranges in certain fruits and 
vegetables such as bananas, corn, and carrots.
 

Anthocyanin
 

Anthocyanin is a red pigment. This is the same pigment that creates 
the color red in certain plants such as cherries, cranberries, and 
strawberries.
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To learn more about autumn leaves, please consider the following unit by
homeschool bits....

Autumn Leaves – Speedy Lapbook

http://www.currclick.com/product/86612/Autumn-Leaves---Speedy-
Lapbook

As summer ends and autumn comes, the days get shorter and shorter. This
is how the trees "know" to begin getting ready for winter.

Learn some basics about autumn leaves and complete a simple lapbook. Links
to supporting online activities are also included.

- Helpful lapbooking links
- Example lapbook photos

- 12 page mini information booklet
- Lapbook cover page

- A total of 10 additions/foldables to add to your speedy lapbook
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